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A B S T R A C T
Optoacoustic (OA) microscopy using an all-optical system based on the probe beam deﬂection technique
(PBDT) for detection of laser-induced acoustic signals was investigated as an alternative to conventional
piezoelectric transducers. PBDT provides a number of advantages for OA microscopy including (i)
efﬁcient coupling of laser excitation energy to the samples being imaged through the probing laser beam,
(ii) undistorted coupling of acoustic waves to the detector without the need for separation of the optical
and acoustic paths, (iii) high sensitivity and (iv) ultrawide bandwidth. Because of the unimpeded optical
path in PBDT, diffraction-limited lateral resolution can be readily achieved. The sensitivity of the current
PBDT sensor of 22 mV/Pa and its noise equivalent pressure (NEP) of 11.4 Pa are comparable with these
parameters of the optical micro-ring resonator and commercial piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers.
Beneﬁts of the present prototype OA microscope were demonstrated by successfully resolving micron-
size details in histological sections of cardiac muscle.
ã 2016 Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Contents lists available at ScienceDirect
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New discoveries in functional and molecular optoacoustic
microscopy enabled by imaging of changes in metabolism, blood
ﬂow and hemodynamics, blood oxygenation, chemical composi-
tion of tissue and absorption spectrum changes associated with
genetic processes, proved to be indispensable for the advancement
of biomedical science [1–6]. Although most high-resolution, pure-
optical microscopy methods are capable of detecting endogenous
optical contrast such as optical scattering, ﬂuorescence or
bioluminescence, these methods do not directly detect the optical
absorption of tissue chromophores. Consequently, the need for
high-resolution functional and molecular imaging based on the* Corresponding author at: EchoLase, Inc., 5234 Tomas Circle, San Antonio, TX
78240, USA.
E-mail address: maswadi@echolase.com (S.M. Maswadi).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pacs.2016.02.001
2213-5979/ã 2016 Published by Elsevier GmbH. This is an open access article under thoptical absorption and at signiﬁcantly greater depth in biological
tissues has been recognized recently, and as a result, optical-
resolution optoacoustic (photoacoustic) microscopy has emerged
[4,7–11]. Functional and molecular imaging, using optoacoustic
technologies, has gained great interest among the biological
community as a method to detect, monitor and quantify activity or
the interactions of speciﬁc properties in living tissues, organs or
even individual cells. Optoacoustic microscopy (OAM) is based on
imaging optically absorbing microstructures in the sample by
recording transient pressure waves generated by instantaneous
(pulsed) laser heating as a result of thermal energy deposition by
the absorbed light and launched by thermal expansion of the
heated medium. In the typical biomedical application of OAM, a
focused pulsed-laser beam is directed onto the biological tissue to
generate ultrasound waves. An image of the absorbed optical
energy is acquired by raster-scanning the focal point across the
imaging area or a volume. The OA image has the same resolution,e CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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microscopy [12].
The majority of OAM systems introduced to date, with a few
exceptions [13–18], use a piezoelectric-based method of ultra-
sound detection [7,10,11,19]. Two types of OAM conﬁgurations can
be distinguished as backward and forward modes, based on the
positioning of the excitation and detection systems relative to the
sample. In the forward mode, the excitation optics and the
detection element are positioned on different sides of the sample,
and the optoacoustic signal propagates forward along the optical
beam. Forward mode places no restrictions on the optical elements
used for excitation beam focusing, but instead limits the types of
samples that can be used for imaging. Only relatively thin samples
that are optically and acoustically transparent can be used in this
mode [8]. Conversely, with the backward mode, where excitation
and detection elements are on the same side relative to the sample,
and the optoacoustic signal propagates backward relative to the
optical excitation beam, there is no restriction on sample type,
making this mode generally applicable in vivo and used by most
researchers in live animals. However, with the backward mode
conﬁguration, the optical and acoustic paths must be separated,
which is accomplished by using optical elements, including prisms
[7,9], parabolic reﬂectors [11], etc., or piezoelectric elements of
special shape, such as needle [20] or ring-shaped transducers [21].
Using additional elements to separate the optical path from the
acoustic path introduces undesirable wave-front distortions in
both paths and negatively impacts the image quality, ultimately
limiting the capability of this technique [7,9,11,21]. While it is
difﬁcult to achieve sub-micron resolution in the backward mode
OA microscopy based on piezoelectric transducers because of
wave-front distortions that occur in the components placed
between the tissue and the objective lens to separate the acoustic
wave from the laser excitation beam, such high-resolution is
readily achieved in the system described below. Piezoelectric
sensing was also reported without optical-acoustic separation to
achieve subwavelength resolution when using a miniature or
needle transducer placed just below an objective lens [20];
however, the use of additional elements, including different shapes
of piezoelectric elements or even custom types of objective lenses,Fig.1. (A) Schematic diagram of all-optical OAM system based on PBDT integrated into an
optical imaging. The OA scanning was accomplished using galvanometer-mounted mirr
within the working distance of the microscope objective lens to detect pressure wavesgenerally limits the minimum working distance in relation to the
sample or interacts with the excitation beam by partially blocking
or deforming the beam proﬁle. These perturbations reduce the
numerical aperture (NA) of the excitation beam focusing optics and
as a result diminish the optical quality. Consequently, most of the
optical resolution photoacoustic microscopy setups introduced up
to this date have failed to achieve diffraction-limited resolution
[7,9–11,21].
Several research groups have utilized optical techniques to
detect generated optoacoustic pressure waves to overcome some
of the limitations in optoacoustic tomography and microscopy. As
a result, optical methods of ultrasound detection are recognized
in the optoacoustic imaging community and have been able to
achieve levels of sensitivity approaching those of the piezoelec-
tric transducers [13–15,22]. Nonetheless, the number of reports
describing all-optical optoacoustic imaging techniques remains
rather limited. The most notable examples of all-optical
optoacoustic imaging techniques are Fabry–Perot interferometry
and micro-ring resonator sensors, each with reported sensitivity
levels of 6.8 Pa [18], 29 Pa [15], or 210 Pa [23], respectively. Micro-
ring resonator OAM imaging setups were demonstrated in
forward [15] and backward [18] mode imaging applications with
optical resolution. In OAM, OA signals are generated from micro-
or submicron objects, e.g. cells or small capillaries. These OA
signals usually contain high frequency components that become
highly attenuated even after passing less than 1 mm distance
from the source, resulting in signals weaker than those generated
in OA tomography. Therefore, sensitivity of an OA microscopy
system is perhaps the most important property that deﬁnes its
utility and the scope of its use. An inherent ﬂaw with most OAM
systems that reduces system sensitivity is the limited dynamic
range of piezoelectric detectors with respect to conversion of
pressure into voltage. To expand the scope and the range of
applications of OAM technique, novel analytical instrumentation
with better resolution and sensitivity is needed. Although
constantly improving, axial and lateral resolution limits of
previously introduced optoacoustic microscopes have not
achieved the resolution levels of optical microscopy techniques
[7,9–11,21]. To ensure further progress in the ﬁeld of optoacoustic optical microscope (Zeiss) to allow for simultaneous acquisition of optoacoustic and
ors. OL: Objective lens. (B) A diagram to show the propagation of the probe sensor
 generated in the sample.
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developed.
In this paper, we introduce a novel OAM design that utilizes an
all-optical method, the probe beam deﬂection technique (PBDT),
for ultrasound generation and detection [17,24–27]. A recent
review of all-optical OAM methods [28] did not mention the
PBDT, which emphasizes the novelty of this method in
optoacoustic microscopy. The acoustic waves generated in the
sample propagate towards the CW probe laser beam and cause
transient changes of refractive index in the coupling medium,
which result in the probe beam deﬂection. A balanced 2D array of
photodiodes detects the probe beam deﬂection as a differential
signal with magnitude proportional to the amplitude of the
acoustic pressure wave. Because of the unimpeded optical path in
PBDT, high numerical aperture objective lenses (NA 1) were
employed in this microscope to achieve diffraction-limited lateral
resolution of <0.5 mm at 532 nm while optically scanning the
excitation beam using galvanometer-mounted mirrors. With this
design, we demonstrate the capability of high-resolution, all-
optical optoacoustic microscopy with a non-contact method
(ultrasound coupling through water with no detector in physical
contact with the water) that uses no elements between the
objective lens and samples. This arrangement provides the
system designer maximum ﬂexibility in the selection of objective
lenses, i.e. low NA lenses for larger ﬁeld areas and high NA lenses
for maximum resolution, as well as demonstrating the OAM
potential for addressing an important set of problems and
biomedical applications. The all-optical optoacoustic microscopyFig. 2. Overview of PBDT. (A) Schematic illustration of probe beam deﬂection resulting fr
probe beam, after interacting with the pressure wave, impinges on a photodiode posi
interaction regions, and the variable S denotes the displacement of the beam along the fac
the amplitude of the differential signal from the position detector. (B) The interaction leng
where the probe beam intersects the pressure wave front. The deﬂection of the beam o
refractive index changes in the medium; in this ﬁgure, for illustrative purposes, the beam
length, L. DH is the probe beam diameter, DOPL is the difference in the optical path lengt
and n(p) designates the refractive index as a function of pressure.system offers a number of beneﬁts in terms of achievable lateral
and axial resolution, sensitivity, robustness, and versatility.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Microscope setup
Fig. 1 shows the implementation of a basic, non-contact all-
optical OA microscope built on a commercial optical microscope
(Zeiss Axio Scope.A1, Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany)
modiﬁed for laser scanning. Optoacoustic excitation was per-
formed by Nd:YAG Q-switch pulse laser (Big Sky Laser Technolo-
gies, now Quantel, Bozeman, MT) at 532 nm wavelength with 6 ns
pulse duration and a 20 Hz pulse repetition frequency. Excitation
light was delivered to the microscope objective through a series of
optical components including a half-wave plate-polarizer combi-
nation for light attenuation followed by a continuously variable
optical density ﬁlter wheel to ﬁne-tune the intensity. The beam
was spatially ﬁltered by passing through a 15 mm pinhole using a
20 objective lens and then collimated by another objective lens as
shown in Fig. 1. Image scanning was performed optically by
changing the optical path of the excitation laser beam using a dual
axis X–Y galvanometer-mounted mirror system (GVS002, Thorlabs,
Newton, NJ) before passing through the microscope. The standard
illumination optics of the microscope were removed and replaced
with a telescope assembly (L1, L2) consisting of a 50 mm
achromatic scan lens and a 165 mm Zeiss tube lens to overﬁll
the back focal plane of the objective to ensure a diffraction-limitedom interaction with a spherical pressure wave, as in the case of OA microscopy. The
tion detector. The variable D represents the distance of the photodiodes from the
e of the photodiodes. These variables are used in Eqs. (2) and (3), in the text, to derive
th of the probe beam and the pressure wave is limited to a small distance at the point
ccurs throughout the interaction length as a function of the integrated gradient of
 deﬂection is portrayed as occurring at a single point at the end of the interaction
h between two rays, z1and z2, in the deﬂected beam, u is the beam deﬂection angle,
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ensure it completely ﬁlled the back aperture of the objective lens;
the lens elements OL1 and OL2 were matched, and the beam
leaving OL2 was only 2–3 mm in diameter. This small diameter was
necessary because the galvanometer-mounted mirrors only
allowed for a beam diameter <5 mm. The telescope then expanded
the beam to ﬁll the back focal plane diameter of the objective. The
position of the lenses and collimation of the laser beam was
veriﬁed with a shearing interferometer. A dichroic mirror allowed
simultaneous optical imaging during the optoacoustic scanning
while delivering part of the excitation light into the water
immersion objective lens with NA = 1.0 and working distance of
2.5 mm (Zeiss Objective W Plan-Apochromat 40x/1.0 DIC).
2.2. Probe beam deﬂection technique
The probe beam deﬂection technique PBDT, as a non-contact
method, was used to detect generated pressure waves passing
through a probe beam as shown in Fig. 1B. The propagation of the
pressure wave produces a local density gradient, which alters the
refractive index of the coupling medium (in this case DI water)
which is directly proportional to pressure (piezo-optic coefﬁcient
dn/dP = 1:35  105 bar1 for water [29]), leading to beam deﬂec-
tion. PBDT has been extensively described in our previous work
[17,24–27]. In short, the sensor beam interacts with a sphericalFig. 3. (A) OA signal recorded using PBDT during scanning showing the passive sensing
function ESF. (C) Point spread function derived from the ﬁtted ESF; the measured resoshape pressure wave generated from a point source and the
interaction length between the probe beam and the pressure
waterfront is limited to a small area or just a point of interaction as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Deﬂection of the probe beam is a function of
the change of refractive index with pressure (dn/dP) at the
interaction area. A 21 mW continuous wave (CW) Helium–Neon
(HeNe) laser (Model HNL210L, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) with 0.7 mm
beam diameter was used as a sensor beam for the PBDT and
focused to 90 mm beam waist diameter just below the micro-
scope objective lens and 2 mm above the sample using a 10 cm
focal length lens. Beam position was monitored with a quadrant
photodiode SPOT-9DMI (OSI Optoelectronics, Hawthorne, CA)
coupled to a custom differential ampliﬁer with 20 dB gain and 0–
25 MHz bandwidth. The deﬂection signals were digitized using a
Tektronix e*Scope (TDS 3054B, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR) at
500 MHz with a 50 ohm terminator and then captured using a
custom LabVIEW program (National Instruments, Austin, TX). The
LabVIEW program also controlled laser triggering and galvanome-
ter mirror scanning using digital and timing boards (National
Instruments NI USB-6251). The amplitude of the beam deﬂection
was directly proportional to the magnitude of the refractive index
gradient, which enabled the reconstruction of an image of the
sample, based on the spatial distribution of optical absorbers
within the sample. capability. (B) Lateral resolution measurement of the OA system using edge spread
lution was 0.5 mm FWHM.
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Biological samples were also used to demonstrate the imaging
capability of PBDT. Tissue samples were donated and not
speciﬁcally procured for this research at the Air Force Research
Laboratories. The donated tissues consisted of 5 mm thick sectionsFig. 4. (A) OA signals simultaneously recorded using piezoelectric hydrophone and PBDT
for the signal recorded by HNC-1500 hydrophone. (B) FFT of the recorded OA signals sof cardiac muscle harvested from a male rhesus macaque (Macaca
mulatta), and stained with hematoxylin and eosin using standard
histological protocols. A single blood cell was also imaged from one
of the sections of the cardiac tissue. Tissues sections were not
covered with a glass coverslip to prevent attenuation of acoustic
waves from these samples. from a point source. The left Y-scale is for the PBDT signal while the right Y-scale is
howing the measured relative sensitivity levels of both methods.
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3.1. System resolution
Lateral imaging resolution was measured by scanning across a
sharp edge of an Air Force resolution target (USAF-1951) located at
the focal point of the objective lens with step size of 12 nm. Fig. 3A
shows a typical OA signal generated from an absorbing region of
the resolution target, which demonstrates the passive or non-
contact sensing capability. First, the pressure wave interacts with
the probe beam then reﬂects back from the surface of the objective
lens to interact again with the probe sensor as shown in Fig. 3A.
Imaging resolution was measured by using an edge spread function
(ESF) technique. The data were ﬁtted by the least square function of
the system, then the point spread function was obtained by
computing the ﬁrst derivative of the ﬁt as shown in Fig. 3A and B
[30]. The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian PSF
was measured to be <0.5 mm as shown in Fig. 3B. For a given NA of
1, and the imaging wavelength of 532 nm, the diffraction-limited
resolution was calculated as 0.5l/NA, equal to 0.27 mm. The
experimentally measured resolution is less than the theoretically
calculated resolution due to the imperfect correction of refractive
errors through the series of optical components. This resolution
was likely reduced by the aberrations present in a telescopic 4F
system, which may potentially be eliminated with better quality
optical components [31]. Importantly, for the PBDT detection
method described here, the acoustic sensor did not limit the optical
resolution, unlike piezoelectric or other opaque detectors, which
must be inserted into the optical beam path.Fig. 5. (A) Optical image of US Air Force resolution target group 7 showing the region tha
step resolution of 0.7 mm. (C) Higher resolution OA image of smallest region of the targe
inverted compared to the image in panel B.Typically, the axial resolution is determined by the spatial
width of the detected optoacoustic signal, which is determined in
the case of PBDT by the diameter of the probe beam at the point of
interaction with the pressure wave-front. In this setup the probe
beam diameter at the interaction area was approximately 90 mm,
which offered a theoretical detection bandwidth of 17 MHz (equal
to the speed of sound/beam diameter) and the corresponding
acoustic resolution at the full width half maximum (FWHM) was
about 60 mm. However, in the case of optical resolution OAM,
where depth of ﬁeld (DOF) is much smaller and can be estimated
(DOF  l n
NA2
¼ 0:7mm), Z-axial resolution is primarily deﬁned by
the depth of ﬁeld of the imaging system where objects out of focus
absorb signiﬁcantly less light and generate less signal. We
conﬁrmed experimentally that that the depth of ﬁeld and the
depth resolution was about 1 mm, but the lack of precision
scanning along the depth-axis in this current setup did not permit
a more accurate measurement.
3.2. System sensitivity measurements
To determine the sensitivity of the PBDT in this experimental
conﬁguration, OA signals generated from the same source were
simultaneously measured by PBDT and a calibrated HNC-1500 hy-
drophone (Onda, Sunnyvale, CA) with a sensitivity of 1.8 mV/Pa
(234 dB relative to 1 V/mPa at 10 MHz). Laser pulses focused with
a 5 objective lens (NA = 0.13) on a thin absorbing layer were used
to create spherical acoustic waves. Both the hydrophone and the
probe beam were positioned at 5 mm distance from the source at
the same time, and the transient pressure proﬁles were recordedt was scanned for the OA inage. (B) OA image showing part of group 7 scanned with
t (region 6 in group 7), scanned with step resolution of 0.47 mm. The pixel value is
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averaged at the same time as shown in Fig. 4A where the left Y-
scale corresponds to PBDT and the right Y-scale to the HNC-
1500 hydrophone. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectra were
obtained from the recorded signal (Fig. 4B) and showed that PBDT
detector possesses approximately 21.5 dB higher sensitivity
(22 mV/Pa) compared to the Onda hydrophone. This sensitivity
level is higher than the sensitivity of many commercial piezoelec-
tric transducers (e.g. 3 mV/Pa at the peak, 40 MHz central
frequency, 50 MHz bandwidth) [32]. An advantage of using PBDT
is the ability to position the probe beam in close proximity to the
pressure source, thus allowing one to achieve signiﬁcantly higher
dynamic range of detected optoacoustic signals.
Noise equivalent pressure (NEP) was obtained by measuring the
noise level of both Onda hydrophone and PBDT detectors at the
output of their corresponding ampliﬁers, each with gain of 20 dB,
and calculating NEP [Pa] as (Noise [mV]/Amp Gain)/Sensitivity
[mV/Pa]) as described in [32,33]. The signal from the Onda HNC-
1500 hydrophone was ampliﬁed by 20 dB with a matched ampliﬁerFig. 6. (A) Optical image of a 5 mm section of cardiac tissue mounted on a glass slide. The 
(B) OA image of the scanned area of the cardio tissue with 134 134 steps and step resol
lysed red blood cells. The box indicates the area that was scanned for OA image acquisition
0.23 mm. The color palettes assigned to the OA pixel values were adjusted to match th(AH-2010, Onda) resulting in the noise level of 0.33 mV on the
output measured as a standard deviation from zero level.
Consequently, NEP = 18.3 Pa was determined for the Onda system.
Our measurement of NEP in the optoacoustic detector based on
Onda HNC-1500 hydrophone agrees well with a previously
reported measurement of 19 Pa[15]. The measured noise level
for PBDT was 2.5 mV after the 20 dB differential ampliﬁer, which
results in approximately 11.4 Pa NEP for the current PBDT
conﬁguration. It was noted that the recorded noise level was
negligibly different with and without light incident on the
photodiodes. Thus, the current sensitivity level of PBDT is at least
comparable if not greater than most piezoelectric detectors with
larger active sensors.
3.3. Optoacoustic microscopic imaging
To evaluate the OAM imaging capability, different samples were
used. These samples included a US Air Force resolution test target,
as well as ﬁxed biological samples. Fig. 5 shows OA images of thedotted outline indicates the region of the sample that was scanned for the OA image.
ution of 0.7 mm. (C) Optical image (left) of a sample with tissue debris and cluster of
. (D) OA image of the single erythrocyte, scanned with 65  65 steps and step size of
e colors of the optical images.
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Notably, image acquisition was a slow process with the current
system because of the low repetition rate of the pulse laser (20 Hz)
and the slow data acquisition rate from the digital scope. Signals
were averaged 4 or 8 times at every step (1 s was required to
acquire the data and reset the scope). No signal processing or
ﬁltration was used; the peak-to-peak signals were recorded as a
function of time and then plotted using Origin1 software
(OriginLab1, Northampton, MA). Fig. 5A shows the optical image
of group 7 in the resolution target which was captured after the OA
scans, while Fig. 5B shows a scanned optoacoustic image of part of
group 7 with step resolution of 0.7 mm. The slow scanning process
precluded scanning the entire group. Fig. 5B demonstrates the
higher resolution capability of OA imaging with step size of
0.47 mm scanning region 6 of group 7, which is the smallest size in
the target. The pixel color values of Fig. 5B are inverted in Fig. 5C to
display a white background, so that the OA image resembles the
optical image shown in Fig. 5A. These OA images are an excellent
demonstration of high resolution OA scanning while capturing a
standard optical image at the same time.
Optical and optoacoustic images of histological sections of the
cardiac tissue were captured as shown in Fig. 6 to demonstrate the
resolution and sensitivity of our OAM system. The energy of the
pulsed laser was measured to be less than 50 nJ per pulse with
4 averages per step, and no damage to the tissue sample resulted
during the complete OA scan. Fig. 6A is the optical image of the
tissue section, while Fig. 6B shows an OA image of a scanned area of
93.8  93.8 mm with 0.7 mm step resolution and 17,956 steps. In
this scanning-beam system, the size of the scan area was
determined by the ﬁeld of view of the objective lens; using a
lower NA objective lens would have provided a larger ﬁeld of view,
but at a lower resolution. To increase the effective scan area, a
mechanical translation stage could be used to move the sample in
addition to, or instead of, the optical scanning, while maintaining
the resolution. The gray pixels in the image shown in Fig. 6B are
bad pixels resulting from misalignment of the probe beam at the
photodiode during the long scanning time (hours) caused by room
vibrations or mechanical drift of the microscope optics. In another
region of the sample slide (the optical image of this region is shown
in Fig. 6C), a single erythrocyte was identiﬁed and scanned at a
higher resolution of 0.23 mm step size. The size of the cell is about
6 mm along its long axis (Fig. 6D). The optoacoustic image in Fig. 6D
shows some of the details of the red blood cell with good resolution
and sensitivity. Again the slow scanning process at the current
system prevented us from scanning a larger area with high
resolution.
3.4. PBDT sensitivity parameters
To evaluate sensitivity of the PBDT detector, namely V(P), where
V is the readout voltage change in response to the change in
pressure dP, ﬁrst we consider a beam with a width of DH passing
through a medium with a refractive index gradient as a function of
pressure as shown in Fig. 2. The pressure induced changes in the
refractive index distribution n that can approximated as
n Pð Þ ¼ nm þ aP, where a is the piezo-optic coefﬁcient dn=dP of
the medium (e.g. a for water is 1:35  105 bar1) and nm is the
refractive index of the medium (e.g. water in this case). For a simple
model, i.e. when the change of the refractive index dn across the
beam DH is small, the beam deﬂection angle u is given as u  DOPLDH ,
where DOPL is the difference of the optical path lengths
(OPL ¼
ZL
0
n Pð Þdl) of two rays separated by DH propagating along
path l through a pressure wavefront with interaction length of L;thus u can be expressed as:
u  L
nm
dn
DH
aP ð1Þ
The deﬂection angle is inversely proportional to the refractive
index of the coupling medium, nm (e.g., the water contained
between the lens and the sample), and it should be noted that the
refractive index of water will be replaced by that of air as soon as
the beam exits the water container and travels to the photodiode
sensor. Ideally, the probe beam should be small and collimated
along the interaction length to achieve the best sensitivity and
resolution.
For the detector positioned at distance D from the point of
interaction, the displacement of the beam S from the center of the
detector equals Du. Assuming direct proportionality between the
incident power density and the generated current at each segment
of the photodiode, the differential signal output V can be written
as:
V ¼ GI0 1
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
ZS
1
e
ðxSÞ2
2s2 dx 
Zþ1
S
e
ðxSÞ2
2s2 dx
2
4
3
5 ð2Þ
where G is the power to voltage conversion efﬁciency, which
depends on photodiode responsivity and signal ampliﬁcation
characteristics, I0 is the power of the incident light beam, and s is
the parameter deﬁning the width of the Gaussian beam at the
detector. Eq. (2) can be transformed into a simpler form, using the
variable substitution j ¼ ðx  SÞ=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
s
 
and calculating the
remainder of the integral difference in the above equation:
V ¼ GI0erf Sﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
s
 
ð3Þ
Using the equations above, we obtain:
V DPð Þ ¼ GI0erf Dﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
s
LaDP
DH
 
ð4Þ
Note, that Eq. (4) shows that for an expanding beam the increase in
the beam displacement value S with D will be compensated by the
increase in Gaussian width. It follows that magnifying the
deﬂection S with additional optical elements will not result in
additional sensitivity gain.
The sensitivity of the PBDT is a function of several parameters
that must be optimized to achieve maximum performance, and can
be classiﬁed into the following two categories: (1) parameters
dependent on, or related to, the probe beam, and (2) parameters
dependent on the sensing element. In the ﬁrst category are
parameters such as the piezo-optic coefﬁcient of the medium, the
probe beam power, beam wavelength, beam diameter, beam
collimation, interaction length, geometry of the pressure wave
(spherical or planar), and the speed of sound and ambient
temperature. In the second category are parameters such as the
photodiode detector speciﬁcations (e.g. type, size, sensitivity and
saturation), ampliﬁer performance, and electronic circuit charac-
teristics. Sensitivity improvement is ongoing and, if some of the
parameters are optimized correctly, then sensitivity may be
improved as much as two fold. Another issue that is being
addressed is susceptibility to high electromagnetic interference,
which has been observed in this open design and affects the
performance of the pre-ampliﬁer and the differential ampliﬁer;
better shielding and circuit layout will reduce this problem.
Sensitivity is a function of probe beam intensity, but this parameter
is limited due to saturation of the photodiode circuit; thus
optimization of these parameters by careful selection of detector
S.M. Maswadi et al. / Photoacoustics 4 (2016) 91–101 99components is critical to achieving maximum light intensity with a
high saturation point.
3.5. Considerations for improvement of system scan time
The scan duration in this prototype system was primarily
determined by the speed of the data acquisition system which
required approximately 0.9 s/pixel. Thus, the 17,956 pixels in the
93.8  93.8 mm2 image required about 16,160 s, or just under 5 h, to
acquire all the image data. Speeding up image acquisition,
therefore, will primarily depend on designing a faster data
acquisition system. A laser with a higher pulse repetition
frequency will also contribute to faster image acquisition. The
unit used in this prototype system had a maximum PRF of 20 Hz; in
future versions a 1 KHz PRF tunable laser will be used. The higher
PRF laser will also be useful if a greater number of averages, e.g.
64 or higher, is used to improve image quality. In the prototype
system, image noise was introduced by several factors, including
mechanical vibrations and drift of the mechanical components
during the long scan time, as well as some instability of the
excitation laser (the pulse to pulse variability in energy output
contributed to image noise). In this case, signal averaging was
useful for obtaining a good quality image. It is important to note
that the PBDT sensor does not impose a limitation on the speed of
image acquisition, which is determined by system parameters, e.g.,
data acquisition speed, laser PRF, and the time required to
reposition the laser beam and/or the microscope stage.
4. Conclusions
As compared to piezoelectric methods of detection, PBDT
offers a number or advantages due to its limited size and space
requirements. Because the sensing beam is an extremely compact
and non-interfering object, PBDT sensing can be easily integrated
with any imaging method or technique that is used in an optical
microscope, facilitating construction of multimodal imaging
instruments. Due to the small probe beam diameter of less than
100 mm, PBDT can be used with the best high NA objectives to
achieve maximum theoretical resolution. The beam can be
positioned in close proximity to the origin of the ultrasound
signals, where the pressure amplitude is the highest, resulting in
additional gain of sensitivity. Finally, PBDT can be easily multi-
plexed, where multiple, non-interfering beams will be used to
speed up the rate of image acquisition over a large area. Another
major beneﬁt of PBDT-based OAM is its simplicity to set up and
adapt to virtually all types of objective lenses and samples, where
the only requirement is to have a transparent sample holder or
transparent coupling medium, both of which should be easily
achieved.
The overall system performance depends on multiple,
interacting factors. To improve the lateral and axial resolution
in order to match the diffraction limit, deﬁciencies have to be
eliminated in beam delivery, which fortunately is not affected by
the optical sensing method. Improvements, such as better
collimation of light at the objective lens, thereby achieving the
complete ﬁlling of the objective aperture and perfect alignment of
the excitation beam and the lens’ optical axes, are needed to
further enhance lateral and axial resolution.
A novel, non-contact, all-optical optoacoustic microscope is
described in this work that utilizes the probe beam deﬂection
technique (PBDT) to overcome a number of limitations in current
implementations of OA microscopy. The suitability of this
detection system for OA microscopy has been demonstrated.
This design achieves lateral resolution of 0.5 mm and pressure
sensitivity of better than 12 Pa in reﬂection mode. Theseparameters exceed most of those previously reported for OAM
using piezoelectric and other non-optical detectors. The perfor-
mance of this system warrants further development directed at
improving the system resolution to match the theoretical
diffraction limit and to improve the detector sensitivity. The
all-optical passive sensing method promises to support more
efﬁcient OAM implementations with multiple imaging modalities
than can be realized with conventional piezoelectric ultrasound
hydrophones. Moreover, the system described here could easily
be adapted to support in vivo microscopic imaging or even
tomography. Future multi-modal OA imaging systems will enable
new applications to perform multispectral analysis of the
interactions of diverse targets such as cells and nanoparticles
within live tissues.
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